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Justin Koury CEO of BevFluence and Co-Founder of the Craft Beverage Competition explains
how he struggled with the meaning of art and craft. “Several years ago, I was walking through the
Art Institute of Chicago and I noticed a piece of art in the modern wing; it was basically four
pieces of metal screwed together to make what teenagers make in  wood shop.  Not being a
modern art fan myself, I mentioned to someone that I did not think this should be considered art. I
was overheard by an employee patching a hole in a wall. As luck would have it, he was the
curator of the Modern Art wing of the museum. We then launched into a lively debate about the
definition of art.  After an hour and a half, we finally came to understand is that art truly is in the
eyes of the beholder; and no one can declare that what they deem to be art is not.”
 
Similar questions are asked today by consumers, producers and the beverage industry as a
whole. What is craft?  Is the concept of craft even definable?  And does establishing a definition
even matter? 
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CRAFT

What does it mean? 



THE 
DEBATE 

What does the definition of art have to
do with craft? The resurgence of the
use “craft” has led to a similar
dilemma is defining what exactly is
craft. Consumers have more choices
than ever. Walk into any large chain
store and the senses will
be assaulted with options. Huge IPA
sections, dozens of Pinots and
hundreds of whiskey from every
holler, town or homestead in America.
Is is all craft? Can it all be craft? 
 
 
 
There are several debates raging right
now about the definition of craft. What
is a craft beverage, or for that matter a
craft producer?  Are Sam Adams or
Yuengling still craft? Is Louis M.
Martini Winery a craft producer even
though it is owned by Gallo?  Does the
size of the operation matter? Are
“craft” distillers inherently smaller,
both in scale and production runs? In
contrast, if a large distillery also
releases a small batch label, is that
not considered a craft beverage? Even
if the volume of that limited run is
more than most craft distillers can
distill in an entire year -- or for that
matter their -- entire life span.  And
finally, does location matter,  as in
should contract brewed beverages be
considered craft?  These questions fit
into the current hyper-polarized
environment, with the answers being
very subjective and sometimes
emotionally driven.
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A SENSE OF
HISTORY

First, consider that every beverage
company started as a “craft” project. For
many operations, success created a new
dependency on expansion, which in term
may induce new dependencies on
investment, suppliers, and wholesalers. 
This process can and does lead to organic
growth far beyond the original production
levels or becoming acquired by larger
operations -- whose size and economies of
scale alleviate most outside pressures. 
 Thus we do not attempt to vilify these
successful and expanding companies; they
are American success stories. Unless of
course any implement marketing polices
that attempt to perpetuate a facade of
smallness – referring specifically here to
Tito’s “Handmade” Vodka.
 
This article will attempt to provide not only
guidelines but also a verdict - although it is
completely expected that many readers
will render a different conclusion.
Nevertheless, the guidelines we provide
are based on a combination of
governmental and association practices
along with our expertise, in trends, data,
consulting, retail, production and
marketing.
 
As of Summer 2018 there were 1,840
distilleries in the U.S almost no signs of
slowing down. This boom continues in the
wine and beer industries as well
throughout the nation new brands are
launched everyday keeping the TTB busy.
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In the regulatory
environment
The Federal Government designates craft by production levels -- segmenting craft
beverage producers into different tax brackets. The recently passed federal tax
reform legislation, the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act, includes the Craft Beverage
Modernization and Tax Reform Act which provides a new tiered system of tax credits
for wineries.

This provision offers a $1 credit

per gallon for the first 30,000

gallons produced; 90 cents for the

next 100,000 gallons; and then

53.5 cents for up to 750,000

gallons - or 315,000 cases

annually.  Unfortunately for

wineries, the provision sunsets

after two years and was not made

permanent.  For distilleries, the act

also reduces the federal excise

tax by reducing the tax per proof

gallon from $13.50 to $2.70 on the

first 100,000 proof gallons of

distilled spirits.

For breweries, the act reduces the

federal excise tax from $7 per barrel

on the first 60,000 barrels produced

each year to $3.50 per barrel. Once

production exceeds 60,000 barrels,

the tax drops from $18 to $16 per

barrel -- up to 6 million barrels. The

tax remains at $18 per barrel above 6

million barrels. While these new tax

levels please industry groups and

sets the definition of a craft brewer at

6 million barrels, not everyone

agrees. There is still much work to be

done in this area and legal definitions

are still needed. 
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The Brewers Association (BA) is the
membership organization dedicated to
promoting and protecting small and
independent craft brewers in the
United States. The BA defines a craft
brewer as small, traditional, and
independent. Small refers to an
annual production of 6 million barrels
of beer or less (approximately 3
percent of U.S. annual sales). A few
years ago the BA changed the
definition of Small from 2 million to 6
million barrels of beer to
accommodate D. G. Yuengling & Son
(the oldest continually run brewery in
the U.S.) and the Boston Beer
Company, who in 2016 produced 2.7
and 2.3 million barrels respectively.
The next highest production levels
were set by Sierra Nevada and New
Belgium Brewing on either side of 1.1
million barrels. 
 
Traditional refers to a brewer that has
a majority of its total beverage alcohol
volume in beers whose flavor derives
from traditional or innovative brewing
ingredients and their fermentation -- a
concept intended to exclude flavored
malt beverages. Independent is the
latest addition to the BA craft
designation and it specifically
excludes breweries where more than
25 percent of the brewery is owned or
controlled (or equivalent economic
interest) by a beverage alcohol
industry member that is not itself a
craft brewer.

"The industry says ‘craft’ and people think of
a family wood shop,” Bruce Lee Livingston,
CEO and executive director of Alcohol
Justice, a nonprofit watchdog group based
in San Rafael, said in a statement. “But that
word means nothing now. Alcohol lobbyists
have rewritten it. Look at Sam Adams. They
pull down almost a billion dollars a year, but
this tax cut babies them." These "alcohol
lobbyists" refer to the WineAmerica, the
Brewers Association and various distiller
associations who, except for WineAmerica,
have their own definitions of craft.

"Hold my Craft
Beer"

 



 

Thus, brands such as Goose Island, Devils Backbone, and Ballast Point are no longer listed as

craft breweries as they are now owned by either AB InBev or Constellation Brands. According to

Julia Herz (Craft Beer Program Director at the Brewers Association), "The differentiation of small

and independent craft brewers is not intended to denigrate other beer producers or the quality

of their beer. Instead, it (independent craft brewer seal) is intended to lessen marketplace

confusion. With the increasing number of mergers and acquisitions of formerly independent

brewers, it’s becoming increasingly difficult for U.S. craft brewers to gain access to market, and

more difficult for the beer lover to discern who owns different beer brands. "

" T H E  D I F F E R E N T I A T I O N  O F  S M A L L  A N D  I N D E P E N D E N T  C R A F T  B R E W E R S  I S

N O T  I N T E N D E D  T O  D E N I G R A T E  O T H E R  B E E R  P R O D U C E R S  O R  T H E  Q U A L I T Y

O F  T H E I R  B E E R . "

 
 

We can agree on the

unfavorable distribution and

shelf space advantages that

conglomerate owned

breweries receive - but is

Ballast Point or Lagunitas

(owned by Heineken

International) really no longer

craft? And to those like the

Alcohol Justice, do we want

to penalize successful

companies for growing

beyond a small craft label?



CRAFT  SP IR I T S

 

The American Craft Spirits Association

(ACSA) and American Distilling Institute

(ADI) have similar craft spirits

designations. The ACSA defines craft as

distilleries that have 75% equity stake

and/or operational control of their

Distilled Spirits Plants (DSP) and

annually produce fewer than 750,000

proof gallons removed from bond.

Paul Hletko of the American Craft

Spirits Association says that "Craft" is in

the eye of the beholder, as each person

can decide different things are "craft". 

The consumer is entitled to an accurate

and truthful description of the product

and its source and/or production

techniques, etc, but different people

may have different views.”
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On the other hand, the ADI requires a much
smaller 200,000 proof gallons per year
threshold to be designated as a craft distiller
along with an independent requirement that
matches the 75% equity/operational stake
as the ACSA. 
ADI also designates a Craft Blender as
"independently-owned and operates a
facility that uses any combination of
traditional and/or innovative techniques
such as fermenting, distilling, re-distilling,
blending, infusing or warehousing to create
products with a unique flavor profile". Finally
the ADI designates a Certified Craft Spirit™
as a "product of an independently-owned
distillery with maximum

annual sales of 52,000 cases where the
product is PHYSICALLY distilled and
bottled on-site". Plus the spirits' TTB-
approved label must state “Distilled By”
followed by the name of the DSP. These
requirements are intended to
acknowledge a "hands on" approach
that reflects the "vision of their principal
distillers". Both the ACSA and ADI craft
designations stress an independent
requirement, but what about large
distillers who create small batch runs of
a specific product. Is that not craft?
 
There are also distilleries that have
been purchased by other companies.
Smooth Ambler, High West and even
Hudson Valley Distillers sold majority or
complete stakes in their distilleries to
large international conglomerates.



The Beauty of Craft
“The definition of craft belongs to the consumer and our definition is an

attempt to codify what we think the consumer means when they say craft. 

When someone orders a craft spirit in a bar, or buys a bottle on the shelf,

they are generally thinking of a small-scale, owner-operated distillery and

that is what ADI is trying to achieve through our definition”, Andrew Faulkner

Former Vice President of The American Distilling Institute. Drew goes on to

explain that “Many people like to confuse craft with craftsmanship and they

are not synonymous. The large, corporate distilleries produce some very-

finely-crafted spirits and I enjoy drinking a lot of them, but they are not what

the general person envisions when they say craft”

"While creating the ADI definition of craft, my experience was every producer thinks “craft" is just exactly
what they are doing, or plan to do. One distiller claimed craft was grain to glass. Another would claim that

the first wasn’t craft because he didn’t grow his own grain. A third thought the second wasn’t craft because
he didn’t make his own still. It goes on and on. When craft was young, everybody planned on making 30,000
cases a year. And most thought 100,000 - 200,000 was within reach, so they wanted a definition of craft that

protected high-volume distilleries. The reality is that most craft-producers have trouble getting beyond
5,000 cases and their projections of what craft is have changed."

- Andrew Faulkner 



 
 
I
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. . .

Andrew Faulkner continues to explain 
"I think distilleries should buy into a system
that allows the consumer to see how their
spirits was made from start to end. Was the
base material estate grown? Fermented,
distilled aged by the distillery? Is the
distillery owner materially involved in
production? How long was it aged? In what
type of barrel? Were spirits from other
facilities used? Were flavors added? etc.
Then those who care to know can make
educated decisions about what may be in
the bottle even before trying it. Look at the
systems in place in France. If a brandy is an
Armagnac, there are certain sets of criteria
in its production. If it is a Cognac, there are
different parameters. Let's face it, the
average consumer can’t tell you what V.S,
V.S.O.P. and XO mean, but most
professionals do. And those designations —
even if they are not entirely understood by
all —  influence purchases. 
The average consumer still won’t care, but
the opinion makers — spirit nerds,
aficionados, advanced bartenders,
reviewers,… etc. — will notice and it will
bend the scale. A system when the
production process could be spelled out in
codes would go over the heads of most,
but it would be understand by those who
care and those who have sway.
 
"Some craft whiskeys bring down the
category by charging too much. If you pay
$50 for a bottle from Sazerac, you know
you are going to get a quality product. If
you pay $80 for a craft spirit, you are not
sure what you are getting until you get that
bottle home. I don’t pay $80 for a bottle
more than once unless I know I am going to
like it."
 
 
 

It's Partly About the Money

  

The cost of Craft is especially worrisome in the
spirits world. Consumers are alienated when
asked to pay $70.00 for a "craft" Vodka or $125
for an unknown Bourbon which is most likely a
contract distilled bottle. In these cases, large
scale distillers like MGP get a bad rap. Yes,
smaller distillers purchase aged products from
them, slap on a label, fabricate a fictitious story,
and then ask for over $100 a bottle. But it is
MGP, formerly LDI and formerly Seagram's
before that, that helped made the craft boom
possible.  The amount of information about the
contract production market is prolific and could
be the subject of it's own whitepaper, but for
now, let's just say that to be considered craft
does not necessarily require estate production.
If the consumer knows where the product truly
comes from they can respect the attempt
rather than the pedigree.  Craft should be
defined by tradition and intention.  There's no
way to  pigeon hole the industry as a whole by
production or a single unified approach to
practices, especially since wine making
essentially co-evolved in vastly different locales
using whatever crops were most handy. The
single kernel of consistency in production  is
how it honors the commodity by guiding the
process and the history of the place or style of
the product being made.
 
 



WINE

According to Carole Lawson the Founder

of the Craft Wine Association, “Craft wine

making is about the connection to the soil

in the vineyard and that year's vintage.

Just like farm-to-table dining, craft wine

making is about knowing where your

grapes come from. The "identifiable

vineyard" prerequisite ensures every

Certified Craft Wine is made using grapes

of known origins”.

 

The Certified Craft Wine seal from the

Craft Wine Association attempts to

incorporate that argument by designating

a Craft Wine as opposed to a Craft

Winery. A Craft Winery is a winery where

all the wine produced falls under the

5,000 cases per year designation. In

contrast, a Craft Wine is a "small

production wine, made by hand with an

identifiable winemaker directing the

process and based on TTB guidelines

small production refers to under 5,000

cases per year for certification purposes".

Thus, a winery such as J. Lohr, Bogle, or

Charles Krug that produces more than

5,000 cases can still have certified Craft

Wines if a single run of that wine is under

5,000 cases.

 

 

“Research shows that 5,000 cases is really a

breaking point: It is the tipping point toward

economies of scale in the wine industry.

Wines made in lots of less than 5,000 cases

cost more to produce, take more time, and

take more energy. This is an area where

people struggle for the sake of art. It's really

the handmade, driven-from-the-heart type

of production”. Carole explained.



WINE...

 

 
Carole Lawson of The Craft Wine Association answers a few questions
 
How can producers do a better job of getting the message to the customer?
 
The place where many need to start is to develop their message.  Many don’t take the time to think
about what makes them unique.  There is a misconception that somehow if the wine is great the
public will find them.  That is not often the case.  Developing a message and weaving it through
everything from your website, to your packaging to the way you speak to consumers is a critical
success factor in creating value for your brand.
 
Does price point a weakness for craft producers? 
 
I don’t think it is a weakness.  Even if the price point is higher, if the consumer perceives that it has
value, the consumer will be happy to pay for it.  If a producer is having trouble with the price point, 
my suggestion is not to lower your prices, but take a look at your story.  Are you clearly articulating
your value?
 
Thoughts on what brands can do get better reach of the customers. 
Consistency is key.  Whatever you choose to do, but consistent with is. The story you tell, they types
of images, they way you present yourself.  The consumer will have a better time remembering your
story if it is consistent.  The other thing that is really important is to know your audience.  There is a
reason why craft beer, for example has a younger demographic.  The edgy way it is marketed
generally doesn’t resonate with boomers.  That is completely fine unless you are looking for a boomer
audience.  The flip side is true with wineries.  I find that they try to market wine the way it has always
been marketed, as an exclusive product, not marketing it in an edgy way at all, then the wineries can’t
figure out why they are not drawing in a younger demographic. 
 
What traditions make the difference for craft?
The roots of craft are the roots of wine making.  The centuries old traditions of authentic, winemaker
lead production that draws on the personal artistry and insights of the winemaker are the roots of
craft wine. 
 
Do demographics matter?
Only to the extent that you use them to accurately form your message. It goes back to knowing your
target.
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Craft is a fancy term that means nothing
56.9%

Craft needs a legal definition?
25.9%

Craft means Small Batch 
17.2%

 
0%

What does the consumer say
about all of this?
Customers seem to care very little... 
But still seem willing to spend some money. 

2000
Wine, Spirits and Beer lovers

were asked. What Craft

Means to them. 



Conclusions 
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Craft is independence, Sam Adams and Yuengling are American success stories, but in our

view, they have outgrown the craft label. 

 

"In the past few years, there has been an intense amount of consolidation among many

craft breweries in the U.S. More than a dozen of our peers have sold to international

conglomerates, others have come together through platforms bringing a handful of craft

breweries together in roll-ups. While neither of those strategies appealed to us, we did

realize that Dogfish Head would be a stronger company with the support of our friends at

Boston Beer, and vice-versa." Sam Calagione explains in a letter on the Dogfish Head

website announcing the merger with the Sam Adams conglomerate.  "As many of you

know, we have been a staunch supporters of independent craft beer in the U.S. In fact, both

Boston Beer founder Jim Koch and Dogfish founder Sam Calagione worked hard with other

leading craft brewery founders and the Brewers Association to develop and champion

what defines independent, small American brewers. Our merged company’s status as an

independent craft brewery is very important to all of us and allows our co-workers to

continue growing within this definition for many years to come. Together, we’ll be better

positioned to compete with larger international beer conglomerates that are more than 50x

our size, despite our combined company’s volume representing less than 2% of the beer

sold in the U.S." (Sam Calagione, May 9th, 2019)

 

The consolidation of the industry will continue in the in all three major beverage

categories as huge profits await brands that go from obscurity to cult status. The industry

will see mergers like the newest Sam Adams $300 Million deal. 



Conclusions... 
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That being said, two million barrels of beer should still be the upper limit of defining craft

beer production - regardless of the number of small production beers. Independence is

vital; an entity that has been acquired by a conglomerate is no longer craft as they benefit

from distribution not available to the small producer. We agree when Jess Baker (Editor in

Chief, CraftBeer.com) says, "It’s all about the beer lover. As global beer makers purchase

formerly independent craft breweries, it can be confusing for beer lovers to tell which

breweries are truly small and independent. Beer lovers care about who makes the beer

they buy, so the independent craft brewer seal gives them a clear visual message that

identifies which breweries are independently-owned, allowing them to make informed

choices."

 

As for wineries, we suggest using the Craft Wine Association's designation of a Craft

Winery. And for distilleries, we suggest the ADI designation of 200,000 proof gallons per

year threshold and 75% equity/operational stake. 

 

It is not only for the informed or the experts to define what craft means; is ultimately up to

consumers to examine what they drink. But we strongly encourage everyone to heed the

opinions of experts as they struggle as we did to define for both the industry and the

consumer the definition of craft. Craft to us means small. We can spend hours debating the

definition of artisan or small batch. But we cannot dismiss the fact that some producers that

are now considered craft are no longer the local or regional operation and instead have

become national-household names. Like anything that suddenly goes from handmade to

mass-produced it loses a certain aura in that life cycle.

 

 



When writing this article, we initially tended to favor this later attempt to differentiate

between a craft wine producer and a craft wine and to expand that concept to the

brewing and distilling industries. And in this complex, globalized, and slowly saturating

marketplace, growth is vital whether internally or through acquisition. Thus

independence really didn't matter to us.

 

However, after further reflection, we now favor a more limited definition closer to the

Brewer's Association concepts of Small and Independent. Craft is small. Craft is hands-

on.However, as mergers and acquisitions increase craft, is just not a production number

that consumers will need to learn. Brands can start now by wisely engaging consumers

with a message of crafted not always craft. Batch not always Small Batch, and at the

same time brands must work on marketing solutions that attempt to influence and

educate, not just increase sales. Upcoming generations will want to know the whole

enchilada and brands will need to provide heritage information that is sorely lacking.
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T H E R E  A R E  T W O

M E N  I N S I D E  T H E

A R T I S T ,  T H E  P O E T

A N D  T H E

C R A F T S M A N .  O N E

I S  B O R N  A  P O E T .

O N E  B E C O M E S  A

C R A F T S M A N .

Emile Zola
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media is her game and she is a Master
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Marketing.  
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The intersection of knowledge,
collaboration and Influence! 

We are a group of professionals
and  dedicated to building and
strengthening the professional
beverage media community
through learning, collaboration, and
increased profitability in the
beverage industry.  Bevfluence was
founded by media professionals to
create the change for our clients
that define the future.  
 

For the cost of a single
consultant, you get a whole
team dedicated to growing
your business for the long-
term. Our Team is made of
wine, whiskey, technology,
marketing, social media,
hospitality, culinary and
beverage industry experts.

One-of-a-kind Consulting 


